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Hi peoples,

I hope you all have a good Christmas day, New Years day and
Australia day with holidays in between.

The rain we have had has been incredible with many a wet flying field for most fly-
ers.

Good to see electric antique gliders are getting a good and increasing following,
much better than having to cart winches to the flying field and the folding props
are a bonus by having a good glide and still having almost the original look around the
nose.

I am curious to know how you feel about folding props on our other electric classes
such as Texaco and Duration as my ESC brake doesn't stop my prop and a fanning
prop creates drag

Our next competition is at P & DARCS in February in
which we must hold our AGM, lets all hope the
weather is as good as last year was at the Roy Rob.

Regards,
Steve Gullock.

The April 1937 issue of Flying Aces featured a construction article on this 9
foot span “Champion” gas model, designed by the great Ben Shereshaw.  Red
Barrows built this blue and yellow Monokoted R/C version from John Pond
plans. Had a 24 minute flight in Taft Texaco event.  (Plug Sparks January 1974)

Trevor Boundy, erstwhile WebMaster of SAM 600 Australia, starts his Gordon
Burford model “Eliminator” before its test flight.  “Eliminator”, 50 inch span,
Burford plain bearing 2.5cc diesel. Wings covered with SAMspan on top, Mylar
sprayed black inside under.
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Season’s Greetings to All,

We have seen another three months of no competitions because of
bad weather or lack of flyers.

As of the 1st January 2023 the new MAAA rule changes will apply to all of our com-
petitions, the main changes that will affect us are the fuel allocation rules and the
engine run times.

1/2A Texaco now allows engines other than Cox's to compete.  They must be no
larger than .049 and only glo plug ignition.  Their tank must be 5cc and be filled with
a syringe like the larger Texaco models.

All Burford engines in the Burford event now get 40 seconds engine runs.

Old Timer Duration engine runs have changed:
Two stroke glo engines get 20 seconds.
Antique glo & pressurized four stroke engines get 28 seconds.
Antique spark & naturally aspirated four stroke engines get 32 seconds.

Texaco fuel allocations have also changed:
Antique spark & diesel engines get 4cc
Four stroke spark engines get 1.5cc
Diesel engines get 3cc
Four stroke engines using club fuel get 3cc
Four stroke engines using own fuel get 2cc

These are the changes that will affect us the most.  There are also changes to oth-
er events that we don't run in Victoria such as 2cc, Nostalgia, Standard Duration &
Old Timer Glider and if you are intending to fly these events I would suggest you
look up the MAAA web site and go through the 19 pages of changes.

As a matter of interest when we went to the SAM Champs in the USA in 2007, I
won their Texaco event with a Cumulus fitted with an Irvine diesel engine that was
given to me by the late Bob Muntz when he was visiting us in Australia.  This week I
have fished it out and fitted it to my Bomber in place of the OS60 open-rocker four
-stroke engine and ran it on my standard diesel fuel and it gave 400 more revs than
the OS engine and it ran for five minutes more.  So if you have a diesel it looks like
its value has just gone through the roof and your open rocker has plummeted in val-
ue.  I don't know what this is going to do to CASA's height limits as it seems the
other fuel allocation changes were put in the rules to reduce heights.

As I have nothing else to report I will wish you all and your families a very Merry
and safe Christmas and see you all at P & DARCS in February 2023 and fervently
hope we get better weather in the New Year.

Kevin Fryer.
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A BLAST FROM THE PAST….   Thermaleer November 1991.

VOTA SAM 600 President’s Report - November 1991
As this will be the last report for 1991, and our next meeting the last for this year

also, I guess this report really should be one on the activities of the year.  Howev-

er, previous issues of this newsletter have reported adequately on what has hap-

pened I feel.  So this report will deal more with what is coming up and what we

should be thinking about doing.

I realise there has not been as much activity for old timers as we would have

liked but economic circumstances must take some of the blame for this.  Retired

people trying to live on income from investment will tell us how they have

suffered drastic reductions in income without any compensating reduction in

prices.  Those of us still in the workforce (I have finally realised you don’t have to

be old to fly old timer aircraft or to belong to a chapter of SAM), can readily tell of

the extreme effort required simply to get by these days.

In my own case I have experienced savage pressure to make ends meet.  This in

turn has meant that at times I have not been as active in VOTA SAM 600 as a

president should be - nor have I been able to fly as much as I would have wished.

I apologise for this but give much thanks for a most supportive committee.  Ted

Hall, Ian Triffitt and Peter Donovan do a damn fine job.  Thanks people.

As stated elsewhere in this issue, our next meeting will be held on Friday Novem-

ber 29th, 1991 at the SEC Energy Business Centre in North Road, Caulfield as usu-

al starting at 07:30 PM.  There will be light snack food provided beforehand, I be-

lieve, so come early and let’s eat together.  I have obtained a rather special video

to show too.  It is a collection of old news reel footage on aircraft and aviation

related matters put together from and by the archives section in Canberra - a

rare and not normally available video.  Don’t miss it.

By the time you receive this newsletter you may have attended, or missed, the

Futaba Trophy Days where clubs put up teams to compete in 10 events for what

is in effect the club championship of the VMAA.  In fact, there is a suggestion that

The VMAA Trophy sponsored by whoever - probably Phoenix Ibis as Tony Cincotta

initiated, and has supported, the event since it first began.

Anyway the Futaba Trophy, or whatever it is called this year, Is on Saturday 23rd,

and Sunday 24th, November 1991.  Old Timer Duration will be held on the Sunday

starting at 9:30 AM.

The next event of particular interest to us is the P&DARCS 25th Anniversary Cele-

bration Fly In to be held on Friday December 27th, 1991 to Wednesday January

1st, 1992 inclusive - a sort of Claytons Nationals.  Full details are available from

Chris Caulcutt, 66 Thomas Mitchell Drive, Endeavour Hills, 3802.  Phone home 706

2305.

They are holding 28 events at the last count so it should be a big fly in.  Old Timer

events are Vintage Stunt on Sunday December 29th, 1991 from 10:00 AM, Old

Timer R/C Duration on Monday December 30th, 1991 from 08:00 AM to 01:00 PM,

and Old Timer R/C Texaco on Tuesday December 31st, 1991 again from 08:00 AM

to 01:00 PM.  A great way to see out the New Year.  (I wonder if we can get Gra-

ham Sinclair to come down and land in time for the New Year’s Eve Party).

The first event of interest to us in the new year is of course the Roy Robertson

Memorial Trophy.  This will be held as usual at P&DARCS field on Sunday January

26th, 1992 and Monday January 27th, 1992 with most likely Texaco on the Sunday

and Duration on the Monday to have a chance of an earlier finish to allow coun-

try people to make an earlier start for home.  However it is a P&DARCS event and

they will decide the order of events.  I suggest you check with P&DARCS contest

co-ordinator Rolly Gaumann on home phone (059) 68 3791.  (Ted Hall please

note!).

It would probably be a good idea to have our January meeting on the Friday be-

fore the Roy Robertson Memorial Trophy.  This would be the 24th January 1992

and we will go firm on that date now unless the next meeting changes it.

This leads us on the 45th Nationals.  These will be held at Waikerie on the Murray

River in South Australia on Wednesday April 22nd, 1992 through Tuesday April

28th, 1992 inclusive.  Old Timer processing is on Friday April 24th, 1992, Duration

is on Saturday April 25th, 1992 and Texaco is on Sunday April 26th, 1992.

A special note.  Frequencies available for the Old Timer events are 29.885 up,

36.300 up and 40.695 ONLY.  This is quite normal at South Australian Nationals

apparently.

As for what we need to be thinking about, we need to decide on whether we

should incorporate or not, (This need not be expensive nor complicated.  Almost

every club and association in Australia is now incorporated - both inside and out-

side Model Aviation.  This simply protects the committee and the members from

the possible disastrous results of the over enthusiastic litigation around the

world today.

We need to consider also whether we should seek a local flying field of our own.

This could provide a permanent place for us to fly our particular type of models

without interfering with other types of flying but would involve us in some ex-

pense.

Please consider these points and let us discuss them at the

next meeting.  See you there.

Derry Brown.
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From Model Builder Magazine - May, 1985
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SAM ABROAD
AUSTRALIA

This time, news from Victoria is of a
more sombre nature, as the leading
spark plug for SAM in Victoria, Roy Rob-
ertson, died of a massive heart attack,
while on the way to the chemist for the
prescription.  Ironic!

Roy will be missed by his many
friends he has built up in his crop spray-
ing Cessna during the past eight years.
He had a terrific flight record with nary
an accident, even with his solo flight
eastward from Wichita, Kansas, to New-
foundland, Europe, Asia, and Australia!

Monty Tyrell reports the funeral was
something else!  The funeral procession
was massive, requiring the cops to close
all side roads.  At the grave the Cessna
and Beech airplanes in a cross formation
(and A.T.C. Permission) buzzed the cem-
etery at 200 ft. during services, Roy went
out in style!

While discussing Australia with Gor-
don Burford (on a two week visit to the
Pond household), we might as well use
this slot for a shot of Bruce Knight
shown in Photo No. 15.  The Scientific
Mercury shown with an ED 2.46cc, flew
very majestically in real old time style!
Might also mention this pic was taken
about two-three years ago!

15. Scientific Mercury was underpowered with ED
246 diesel, but Australian Bruce Knight placed 3rd
at Aussie Nats.

In spite of what you may be thinking, the
“B.S. Privateer” stands for Ben Shereshaw
Privateer. And the reason for that title was
the realisation that we already have O.T. Pri-
vateer!

After sending Al Novotnik the material
from the September1939 issue of Air Trails, to
make the full-size plans, something kept
bugging me about the model’s name.  It
sounded familiar… like we had done it before.
With an O.T. in nearly every issue, the thought
of mistakenly repeating a presentation kept
coming to mind.  As it turned out, I was par-
tially right, and luckily, partly wrong.  The
Privateer was published… in March, 1979… but
it happened to be Thracy Petrides’ big seven-
foot cabin job!

Typical of many Shereshaw streamliners,
the fuselage of the B.S.P. was originally built
“in the air”, by somehow attaching first the
side longerons and then the top and bottoms
to the bulkheads… all while keeping every-
thing in perfect alignment.

We’d strongly advise going to crutch-type
construction, i.e. build a single frame over the
top view, of slightly larger wood sizes, the slip
in the bulkheads, and finally add the top and
bottom longerons.  The forward fuselage is
planked with soft 3/32” strips, which, when
sanded smooth, will blend in with the rear
stringers which protrude 1/16” from the bulk-
heads.  Though shown solid, photos indicate
the bulkheads were cored out to about 3/8”-
1/2” wide.

Stab and rudder layouts invite R/C conver-
sions.  Double spars and straight taper ribs
make the job easy.  You might want to widen
the “V” in the elevators to allow more rudder
movement, depending on your flying habits.

The 44” span model, with just over 300
squares, may be flown with Class A or B en-
gines, and with so much scaling up of OT de-
signs going on, we wouldn’t be surprised to
see some double-size B.S. Privateers this
summer.
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PDF Plan:  h ps://outerzone.co.uk/plan_details.asp?ID=1158
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David Charles OWEN
Inducted
into the

SAM USA HALL OF FAME

2022

Born 5th July 1943, Wollongong,  NSW  Australia

Died 17th March 2016 at home.

David Owen passed away peacefully at home with his
family around him.  After his family, David's great love
was model flying and particularly model engines. He
had an encyclopaedic knowledge of these model en-
gines, and was always generous and willing to share
his vast knowledge.

The model engine world introduced him to like-
minded people, many of whom became lifelong
friends, not only here but all around the world. Over-
seas holidays with Celia were often spent visiting peo-
ple like Emidio Gattafoni and Alessandro Ambrosi in
Italy, Jose Manuel Rojo in Spain, Benno and Hanna
Schlosser in Germany and numerous engine makers
and enthusiasts in the UK, including John Oliver, Peter
Chinn and Ken Croft.

David was a superb engineer and a wonderful racon-
teur with a keen sense of humour.  In addition to sell-
ing, servicing and repairing a wide variety of engines,
he was involved in the production of a number of
different projects.  Notable examples including his
collaboration with Gordon Burford to produce the GB
5cc diesel (a replica of Gordon’s original ’GB1’), and his
remarkable high-performance, piston-ported Owen
2.8SP.

David will for evermore be remembered for his last
major project, the Owen T2.5 diesel engine, based on
the Mk3 Taipan 2.5cc Diesel from 1957-59 by Gor-
don Burford. It will be treasured by collectors and
competitors alike as a truly a great engine.  The model
engine fraternity has suffered a sad loss as has his
many relatives and friends. His name and good repu-
tation will remain in model history for many years.

David, we will miss your fellowship.

Gordon Burford was Australia's premier
model engine designer and manufactur-
er.  The thousands and thousands of en-
gines he produced and sold under the GB,
GeeBee, Sabre, Glo Chief and Taipan
names encouraged and sustained aero-
modelling in this country for over 50
years.

Gordon was a modeller too, starting with
rubber in the early 1930s and progressing
to become a very competitive Indoor and

Wakefield flyer prior to the Second World War, along with his lifelong friend, Boyd Felstead.   Following
the war, Gordon (VH-155) pioneered control-line flying in South Australia, alongside other luminaries
such as Bill Evans, Jack Black, and Mal Sharpe.

He was a well-known and respected free-flight contestant for many years, before turning his interest to
old-timer flying in the mid '70s.  He built specialist engines for old-timers and was always on hand to
offer advice and assistance to other modellers.

Gordon was known around the world for his engines and modelling expertise, having made several
overseas trips to England, France, Italy, and the United States.

Gordon Burford was born in Adelaide on the 3rd August 1919.  He grew-up during the Depression years,
aiding his father who was a beekeeper.  Prior to the outbreak of WW2, he then trained as an aircraft in-
strument fitter.

In 1942, Gordon married Josie Harding and, into the stable family which ensued, four sons were born.
Following the cessation of hostilities, Gordon could see an opportunity to manufacture model aircraft
engines in Australia.  He initially made just three 5cc diesels based on the Sparey design which had re-
cently been published in England.  In 1973 he took the position of Federal Secretary and Treasurer to
the Model Aircraft Association of Australia (MAAA)

Gordon loved overseas trips and made friends with people such as Ron Moulton, Peter Chinn, Ron Ir-
vine, Henry Nicholls, John Brodbeck, Duke Fox, Sandy Pimenoff, John Pond and others.

In 1983, Gordon and Josie were granted MAAA Life Membership for their work with the organisation.  In
1985, Gordon was awarded the prestigious Paul Tissandier Diploma by the FAI for services to aeromod-
elling.  He also provided unstinting assistance and advice to Aling Li, of the Thunder Tiger company in
Taiwan and to smaller engine builders such as the writer.  Josie passed away in 1998, ending for Gordon
a marvellous marriage which had lasted for nearly 56 years.  Finally, Gordon embraced CO2, com-
pressed air and electric power and in his latter years flew small models in a local reserve.  He never lost
his interest in model engines though, and was always ready to discuss and quietly advise people with a
similar interest.

Gordon Burford passed away on the 12th March, 2010, following a fall at his home in Currumbin,
Queensland, Aust.  He will be greatly missed by all who knew him, who knew of him, or who merely flew
models with his engines.  We extend our condolences to his sons, Peter, Don, Richard and Mark, to their
wives and partners and to Gordon's grandchildren and their families. See also at Wikipedia.

Valedictory speech by David Owen 14th March 2010.

Gordon BURFORD
Inducted
into the

SAM USA HALL OF FAME

2022

Born 3rd August 1919, Adelaide,  SA   Australia

Died 12th March 2010, Currumbin  Queensland,  Australia
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AB Field

West Wyalong

DURATlON
TlMES

Seasons Greetings to All,
No report on the Parkes Old Timer contest as this event

was cancelled.  However, on the positive side, we ran all the other Old Timer
events during the year.  They were all good events.

Please try to support the contests throughout 2023.  The first event will be
at Orange, no chance of flooding there!  Usually goes well, a lovely flying site.

New event for this year is the Hunter Valley Championships, Muswellbrook.
We ran this for some years but stopped due to lack of interest.  It is up to
you.  If we get the numbers it will continue.

Age has always been a problem as we get a little frailer with each year that
passes. Long time flier, Basil Healy, has decided to hang up his Old Timer fly-
ing sticks, but will come to most contests to help and to enjoy the camarade-
rie.  This will be a great help as flying models always has been a case of
needing assistance.  I think Basil’s thermal spotting skills will be a big bonus to
anyone he times for.

Gail and I wish you all a happy Christmas and a happy and healthy New Year.

Peter Scott. President.

SAM 1788 PRESlDENT’S REPORT.
From Peter Scott.

SAM 1788 SECRETARY’S REPORT.
From Peter (Condo) Smith.

G`day All,
Well it’s been an interesting few of months.  I’m sure most

of us have heard about the weather so we will just breeze by that.

The Coota Cup was moved to West Wyalong due to water logging of the Coota
field. The Golden West Old Timer was cancelled. Luckily it was a good decision
as it pelted down Sunday causing major flooding, even in Parkes, which is a
long way from the Lachlan River.  We live in hope that 2023 will be better.

The Easter 2023 SAM 1788 Champs at the AB Field, West Wyalong, are well
in hand, and, with a little luck, an entry form will be included with TAT #13.

We had a little drama regarding the proposed Sunday spit roast and presenta-
tion of perpetual trophies at the Farm Club House.  Unfortunately, it is be-
yond our control.  So, for 2023, the presentation of the perpetual trophies
will be at a venue to be announced at a later date. The cost of the dinner is
$30.

The 2023 Old Timer Competition Calendar is finalized and should be in
TAT#13 or posted out early December.

There are two events before the SAM 1788 Champs at the Adrian Bryant
Field, West Wyalong from 5th April to 10th April. 2023.

First is Orange on the first weekend on February 4th & 5th, 2023.  Events are
on the Competition Calendar.  Remember the New MAAA Rules apply, see
MAAA website.

We have been invited by the Hunter Valley Club to run Old Timer events at
the Hunter Valley Champs on March 4th & 5th, 2023,  The events are listed on
the Competition Calendar.  Given it is a new event we have shortened the Sun-
day program so hopefully we are finished by 3pm or so, giving people an early
start for home. Hope to see you there.

Entering the 1788 SAM Champs will follow last years format where you deposit
the entry fees into the 1788 club bank account ( BSB: 032527, A/C Number:
144170 ) and send the deposit slip or copy to me with your entry. Use your
MAAA No as reference.

Entries close 24th March 2023.  As per last year I will ring each entrant once
I have confirmed payment and entered them.

Wishing everyone a Merry Christmas and Happy new Year.

CONDO.
19/11/22.
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FOR SALE:

One 100% Bomber, flies well.  Without receiver, but with Saito 56 4 stroke - $275.

One Powerhouse antique model, well used.
Flies well, has coil ignition.  Flies with Spitfire at present.

Less engine and receiver, but with Cunningham 60spk - $325.  (less engine $120).

One Dream Weaver, K&B 40 Nostalgia model - $130.

Contact:  Peter Scott:   (02) 9624 1262.
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Building  nests,  raising  the  next  generation  of  their  species

AND  VIGOROUSLY  DEFENDING  THE  SURROUNDING  AREA.

At our big flying field there were a pair of magpies nesting in a tree close to the
landing approach path when there is a westerly breeze blowing.  So far they have
only damaged one model but completely ignore the flyers probably because we
are about 50 metres away from their nesting tree.  One of our members was the
victim of their attack, his small, light model suffering a broken wing.  At the East-
ern State Gas Champs some years ago our editor’s model was attacked by a mag-
pie and crashed just outside the landing area.  To add further insult to injury, the
flight would have been a max had it crashed in the landing area.

At our small model field I was flying a two metre electric  glider and had just set-
tled into a thermal over a corner of the field when a sea eagle (Osprey) ap-
proached rapidly with obvious evil intent so I had to do something QUICKLY !!
Knowing that diving away would only encourage the bird to attack, I did a quick
180 degree turn and headed straight toward it.  We passed a few metres apart
whereupon the eagle did a slow turn and lined up behind the model again, this
time with wings swept back slightly.  I repeated the turn and the eagle repeated
the slow turn.  This exercise was repeated several times with the eagle approach-
ing faster each time.  I then tried a different tactic by starting the motor and pull-
ing full up elevator to execute a sloppy Immelmann Turn.  This put the glider high-
er than the eagle who started flapping furiously to gain height.  I repeated this
twice more then the eagle lost interest and headed back in the direction from
which it came.  I then tried to find the thermal again, but it had petered out. Was

this the reason why the
eagle left my glider alone?
We will never know!!

On the next occasion that
we flew at our big field
conditions were absolutely
perfect for flying, but  the
resident magpies were
particularly aggressive,
attacking every model as
soon as it became air-
borne.  I was flying an elec-

tric glider that had undergone a major modification and was somewhat out of
trim.  Avoiding attacks by a magpie while pushing trim levers around makes for
some interesting moments not helped any by the ribald advise being dished out
by my fellow club members.  Fortunately, no models were damaged on that occa-
sion.  One member thought he would be smart and moved a further 100 yards
away from the magpie nesting tree before launching his model only to have a
magpie appear from a different tree on the opposite side of the field!

Back at our small field a couple of weeks later a club member was test flying a
fairly large electric thermal glider.  It is a very lightly constructed, about 10 feet
wingspan, and only weighs 2.25 pounds.  He had gotten it trimmed out and cir-
cling in light lift when the resident sea eagle appeared.  The pilot dived the model
only to be followed by the eagle, so he increased the dive angle only to have the
glider develop wing flutter.  Quick thinking on the pilot’s behalf by flattening out
the dive stopped the flutter and it was obvious that the eagle had been fright-
ened off by the noise of the flutter.   Fortunately the model survived with only a
cracked wing rib at the dihedral break.

Lessons Learned
1. If an eagle enters your flying space you are probably in their territory and
may be attacked.  I have seen this happen twice when glider pilots took no eva-
sive action.  Diving away from an eagle is not a good idea.  They simply sweep
their wings back and can dive faster than most gliders and old timers can.

2.. Unlike magpies, which can turn quickly in flight, eagles appear to make large
sweeping turns.  Maybe their weight and its attendant inertia is the reason.

3. Looping or climbing quickly seems to frustrate attacking birds and they usu-
ally give up the chase.

Basil Healy.

THE RAMBLINGS OF AN ANCIENT MODELLER

ENCOUNTERS WITH WILDLIFE

SPRING IS SPRUNG,  THE GRASS IS RIS’
I WONDER WHERE THE BIRIDIES IS

From Basil Healy
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Model Builder
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SAM 270 WESTERN AUSTRALlA REPORT.
From Hans van Leeuwen.
There is not a lot to report here in W.A. as I believe that Rod
McDonald has kept TAT up to date with the contests we’ve had.

I hope that I'm not too late with my article for TAT.

I haven't had time to do much about articles but had started an
article about an induction system I made for a GB 5 that I man-
aged to secure.  It's a bit rough around the edges and I'd for-
gotten to take some quite vital pics and haven't had time to redo

a dummy run to photograph the missing procedures.

May I take this opportunity to wish all SAM 270 members, our friends from all the other
SAM Chapters, our readers  and, of course, all the families, the compliments of the sea-
son and a better year for Old Timer activities and aeromodelling  in 2023.

Regards,  Hans van Leeuwen.

From the Vault…

Dicko presents the
pre-comp briefing
amongst generous
contributions from
the cows at the
first SAM 270 Old
Timer Competition
for the 2015 Sea-
son at Oakford,
being Std. Duration
followed by the
Burford Event.
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Hi,
We had hoped to fly both OT glider and 2cc last Sunday however since there were only two
entrants for glider only 2cc was flown

Conditions initially were ideal with light winds and mild temperatures.  Wind did pick up dur-
ing the morning and made the later flights in 2cc a bit of a challenge.  Hans Van Leeuwen was
the winner with his brand new Zoot Suit following a solo fly off.  I maxed out in the rounds
but cracked a spar in a hard landing on my final flight and couldn't continue.

Results Total Fly-Off

Hans Van Leeuwin Zoot Suit Enya 09 300 300 300 900 193
Rod McDonald Stomper Enya 09 300 300 300 900
Greg McLure Ollie Thunder Tiger 10 271 300 300 871
Phil Letchford Playboy Enya 09 193 - - 193

Old Timer Glider and 2CC Competitions.
SAM 270,  Beverley W.A.  9th October, 2022.

Report from Rod McDonald and Photos from Hans van Leeuwen

2CC Winner Hans van Leeuwen with his brand-new Zoot Suit powered by an Enya 09.

From the Vault…
Chris Edwards shows us the effects of
doping on the wing of his Gas Flea.
Oh well, back to the drawing board !

Are you a Futzer?
Futzing can be pure play,
learning by trying, or an
attempt to achieve break-
through insights.  Futzing
may also be an amateur
attempt to fix something
that is not quite broken
yet.  Also defined as “the
last thing you do with
something just before it
stops working anymore”.
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GB 5 Induction System
From Hans van Leeuwen - SAM 270 W.A.

Sometime ago I acquired a GB 5 minus the original fuel tank and intake tube.  It had
the stubby intake tube that was supplied with the engine.  I wanted to see if I
could complete the engine if possible.

I tried various ways to see if I could get some original spares to complete the en-
gine.  As most would know, David Owen is sadly no longer with us, and I asked some
who were involved with the divestment of his model engine collection and associated
things if there were any GB 5 bits available.  I had no success but was fortunate to
be able to borrow a new in box GB 5 from my friend Ian Dixon.

I set about to make the necessary bits to complete the engine.  The fuel tank was
the first challenge as I presume that these were originally cast or die formed.  The
only thing I could do was to take measurements and contours and to machine one
from polycarbonate.  This is not as simple as may first be thought.  The tank had a
slight taper which I presume to remove it from a mould.  It is also semi-circular at
the bottom and that is not easily machined by a novice.  However, necessity is the
mother of invention and fortunately the inside dimension is 1” and I used a 1” semi-
circular router cutter to make that shape internally.  Unfortunately it is almost im-
possible to blend the straight taper to the half circle as well as can be done by
casting and no amount of polishing could remove that visual joint.

The external shape of the tank was established by measurement and the use of a
contour gauge to determine the blend of the taper and the hemispherical bottom
of the tank and the spigot to take the retaining screw.  The hemisphere at the bot-
tom was made using the parting tool and curve table developed by Guy Lautard.  I’ve
used this system for years to make spinners and all manner of ball handles and
curves.

The machining of the 1” hemisphere with a router cutter.

Showing the fixture for machining the outside hemisphere of the tank.

My finished tank compared with the Owen original, note the join line that I could not
remove.
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Once the tank was made, I set about making the intake tube, the tank top/tank
mounting plate, the lock nut for the intake tube, the spray bar and its associated
nuts and the needle valve.  Some of this required the purchase of taps and dies as
they are not standard threads.  The intake tube to crankcase thread is 3/8 x 32 tpi
and the needle valve thread is 4mm x 0.5mm.  This stuff probably cost more than
the original engine but to me it was a great exercise and very successful.  I was also
determined to reproduce this as accurately as I could, hence the need to make my
own nuts.

The needle valve was made by making a fixture for my automotive valve grinder to
accurately grind the taper as shown.

stamp on it but it is in all other respects the same.  One interesting thing about
that oiler cap was the packaging when it arrived.

I had to make a special fixture to hold the tank top to mill the spherical groove for
the location of the intake tube to the tank top and I forgot to take any pictures of
that process.  I wanted to keep the stubby intake tube, spray bar and needle valve
together and thus had to make a new spray bar and needle valve.  The Gits oiler
that is used by the original became too expensive, they would not sell me one, not
even ten, I had to buy 100.  The cost of that including freight from Canada was ab-
solutely ridiculous.  I finished up buying one locally that does not have the Gits

Package with oiler cap.

Side view of my engine complete with new carburettor.
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Opposite side view of my engine complete with new carburettor.

I’ve run the engine with the new home made carburettor and fuel tank and it starts
and runs perfectly.

The tank holds 10 cc, I did not check the volume of the original as it wasn’t mine to
contaminate.

Performance:  APC 13x6 - 6,400 rpm,  Zinger 14x6 wood - 5,300 rpm.  2.5 minutes.

This is comparable with figures from published tests for the engine.

Hans van Leeuwen
4 December, 2022

Lipo’s vs Sheds ! (From SAM 270 Geezer Newsletter #35 August, 2014)
By Graeme Cooke.

I read a recent article in “Airborne” regarding charging of LiPo’s and sheds burning
down. The author suggested a simple solution to minimise the risk of fire breaking
out was to purchase a simple tin box - I know of at least 2 people whom have had
similar experiences, so the article made me take a few moments to analyse the risk
versus safety measures.

Photos show the result of a trip to my local Bunnings  (A major hardware store chain
in AUS for our international readers - ed) to purchase a $10 toolbox and a set of
plastic containers to create a battery storage / transport enclosure and piece of
mind.

I used a hole saw to drill through the side of box and installed a plastic bush to al-
low charging leads to exit box.  All up around $20 to reduce the risk of a fire
spreading, thereby protecting the house and numerous possessions.

Graeme Cooke.

On June 29 in Wanneroo, a family
lost their house and everything in
it when a LiPO battery broke
down and caught fire while it was
on charge in their garage. The
family had been flying their mod-
els at a local park, came home, put
the LiPO on charge and gone out
for tea.  They came back to ashes.
Do yourself a favour and use
Cookie’s tin box, a brick bunker or
LiPO safe bag if you are charging
your cells indoors. Alternatively,
buy a LiPO safe bag from your
local Hobby Store for $15.00 and
use that.

It’s cheap insurance folks!

Just in case you thought Cookie was exaggerating a bit about LiPO safety,
here is a photo of the results of a LiPO fire ……………….

To All,
Season’s
Greetings

from
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Texaco Events: There are two basic old-timer events.  For the true old-timer
events known as Texaco, a mixture of gas and oil is the common fuel used.  This is
the same fuel as used in the first original ignition engines.  A Texaco event allows a
certain amount of fuel based on the overall weight of the model.  The flight is
launched and the engine runs until the fuel tank is empty.  The longest flight wins
the event.  A gas-oil mix burns slower, therefore the engine consumes less fuel, of-
fering a longer engine run time, just what is required for a Texaco event.

Most original ignition engines, in the old days, used a blended mixture of 3 parts
pure white gas to 1 part of 70-weight motor oil (3 to 1 mix).  White gas is no longer
available, and due to the various chemical compositions in mod-ern gasoline blended
for different climates, it may be necessary to experiment with different brands of
local gas to find the best and longest running fuel.  Use the lowest octane rated
regular blend of automobile gasoline.

The 70-weight motor oil is no longer readily available in local markets.  You may be
able to order a case of 70 weight Pennzoil aircraft grade oil through a local oil dis-
tributor.  The stock # is 2579.  Local airports may also be a source, however, 60-
weight oil is available through local Harley-Davidson motorcycle shops and is now
commonly and successfully used in the old engines.  Do not use any of the modern
synthetic oils exclusively as they don’t offer the proper lubrication for the old mod-
el engine metallurgy and bearings used.  For the oil mix it is recommended to use
either the 60W HD oil - or Klotz BeNOL 2-Stroke Racing Castor oil usually available
at Japanese motorcycle shops.

In the old days many modellers used a 3 to 1 fuel mix of white gas and castor oil.  Be
aware that castor oil doesn't blend well with gasoline unless it has been polymer-
ized, a sort of cooking process, which also de-gums and lowers the viscosity.  SIG’s
Baker brand castor oil has not been polymerized.  The label on the castor oil con-
tainer will tell you if it mixes with both methanol and gasoline.  Maxima brand Castor
927, and currently Klotz brand BeNOL 2-Stroke Racing Castor, both blend with ei-
ther gas or alky.  Many of the Japanese motor cycle shops carry Klotz products.
The Klotz products can also be ordered from Towers Hobbies, catalogued under
Fuel & Fuel Accessories – After Run Oils.

Many modern contest flyers use Coleman  lantern Fuel, readily available in one-gallon
cans at sports stores or Walmart’s camping supply department, and use the 60W
Harley Davidson oil or polymerized castor oil, in a 3 to 1 mix.

The gasoline or Coleman fuel mixtures will not affect the old original engines plastic
gas tank.

The above fuel blends are primarily used for Texaco events.  These mixtures burn
longer to a tank-full (better gas mileage) than the following methanol based LER
fuel blends.

LER (Limited Engine Run) Events: LER events only require relatively short bursts

of power.  For this
event modern day
competitors com-
monly use a fuel
blend of straight
Methanol and a lub-
ricant in a 3 to 1
mixture.  The
Methanol adds a
little more power
by adding more
oxygen to the com-
bustion fuel mix
and it runs cooler.
This mixture burns
faster than the
original gas-oil mix
and uses more fuel
per comparable
flight time than a
gas-oil mix.

Many SAM Champs
contestants use
FAI glow fuel (FAI
fuel has no nitro
added) in the LER
(Limited engine
run) events.  Red
Max brand is one suggested brand as they will custom mix it for your ignition engine
with a castor/synthetic oil blend.  Be sure to specify that your FAI fuel contains at
least 20% to 30% castor oil in the lubricant mixture.  Some fliers mix their own
fuel using a 3 to 1 mix of Methanol and Klotz KL-100 Super Techniplate Oil, which is
a blend of 20% castor and the rest synthetic.  Methanol is usually available in a
small quantity from a local race car driver or from a local racetrack pit crew.  Be
aware that the Methanol based fuels will melt the old/original plastic fuel tanks.  A
replacement metal fuel tank or modern glow fuel tank must be used.

Tip: If ignition engines are new to you, or you’re just getting your old fires rekin-
dled here’s a suggestion.  On a newly acquired ignition engine, mount it on a test
block and install a glow plug.  Forget the ignition system for now.

Obtain some of the aforementioned FAI fuel (don’t use fuel with nitro added), and
the proper fuel tank, and get the engine set up and running properly.  Once you’re
comfortable with the starting and needle valve settings, now it’s time to hook up the
ignition system, add the Gas or Coleman fuel 3-1 mix, and run her just like in the
good old days.

lgnit ion Engine Fuel for the 21 st Century
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TRlVlA
ln the 1960s,

the Wham-O Corporation
accidentally destroyed
a car with a giant ?

Ball of Silly
Putty

Bouncy Ball

Hacker Sack Frisbee
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You could easily argue that the toy
company Wham-O put bouncy balls
on the map with their introduction
of the Super Ball bouncy ball in
1965. The balls are made of an in-
credibly bouncy synthetic rubber
(Zectron) invented by chemist Nor-
man Stingley and are capable of
almost returning to their previous
position when statically dropped
and will easily bounce over a
house if thrown forcefully at the
ground by an adult.

While the typical Super Balls were
just shy of 2″ in diameter, in the
late 1960s Wham-O cooked up a
promotional stunt idea (and a giant Super Ball to go with it). To demonstrate how
high the ball could bounce, they scaled up the typical 2″ ball to around the size of a
bowling ball (roughly 8-9″). They dropped the super-sized Super Ball out of a twen-
ty-third floor hotel window in Australia. It bounced back up an impressive fifteen
stories and then promptly, now moving at an angle, plummeted down and crushed a
parked convertible car.

If reading about Super Balls has hit you with a bit of nostalgia (and perhaps a rec-
ollection of breaking a window or two with the energetic toy in your youth), you’ll be
happy to hear they’re still in production. While sales will likely never reach the hun-
dreds-of-thousands-per-month briskness the Super Ball experienced in the 1960s,
you can still buy the balls, original formula and all, at toy stores across the world.

ANSWER:
BOUNCY BALL
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The sturdy Spitfire, which can be de-
scribed as a Super Cyclone on steroids,
has been a solid, dependable runner
since its introduction in 1947. Designed
and produced by Mel Anderson first as a
60 (bore 15/16" x stroke 7/8"), then as a
65 by increasing the stroke to 15/16", it
was one of the last spark ignition en-
gines to be introduced at the beginning
of the glow era.  A  mechanical success
but an economic failure, the engine
dropped off the market in 1949.

About 9 years later it was resurrected by McCord Precision
Products and sold as both ignition and glow models with a
machined aluminum, blue anodized head and different
cam/prop drive arrangement.  REMCO produced additional
Spitfires around 1970 with the die cast head.  There are at
least three different heads found on these engines: a
standard compression die cast with rounded combustion
chamber lobes, a high compression die cast with large
squared lobes and a machined barstock "Denver Head",
high compression anodized blue.  The engine will generally
perform better with the high compression head, certainly
better if alcohol fuel is used.  At this writing (1992) the 65 is
being made and sold by Marvin Miller using original dies
and essentially duplicating the 1948 engine.

There are no serial numbers on the engines and no marks
to distinguish the 60 from the 65.  The 65's are supposed to
have 4 "port holes" for sub-piston induction drilled thru the
cylinder front and back.  However, since all cylinders  are
interchangeable the only sure way to determine size is to
measure the stroke. This can be done thru the spark plug
hole without disassembling the engine.  Use a depth mike
or calliper with a depth stem and measure from the plug
seat to the top of the piston at bottom dead centre and
again at top dead centre.  The difference between the two
measurements is the stroke: 7/8" (0.875) indicates a 60 and
15/16' (0.938) is a 65.

The engine is basically a refined and beefed-up Super Cy-
clone.  It: weighs a bit more, 13.8 oz. to 10 oz. for the Cyke.
The added weight comes from thicker castings and a larger
crankshaft mounted on a ball bearings to take radial and
thrust loads.  Mel Anderson did a fine job in correcting two

sure and remove all of the old gasket and gunk by carefully
scraping with a razor blade.  If you want to remove the cyl-
inder it is best to be sure the engine turns over freely first.
If the piston is stuck, try soaking in carb cleaner for a few
hours (remove tank first!).  A little heat will usually allow
the shaft to be turned with a prop.  Don't use pliers.

Sometimes a little WD-40 in the exhaust and thru the plug
hole will ease the process.  Do not use open flame around
WD-40 or other solvents.  The cylinder is retained by four
screws.  There is a paper gasket between the cylinder flang-
es and case.  It can be re-used if in good shape.

With the cylinder lifted off and backplate removed, the pis-
ton/rod/wrist pin assembly can be slipped out.  Be very
careful not to lose the two little wrist pin pads.  These are
aluminum or brass inserts which slip into each end of the
wrist pin to prevent the hard steel pin from scoring the cyl-
inder.  When you re-assemble the engine be sure these
pads are in place.

Remove the snap ring from the front of the crankshaft.
(Engines with pressed on cam/prop drive do not have a
snap ring.)  If the crankshaft turns freely it should push out
the back by hand.  You may have to squeeze it out in a
large vise.  Be sure and protect the rear of the case and

OLD ENGINE ANALYSIS
Number 1 - Anderson Spitfire
By Charlie Bruce

problems with the Cyke, namely fragile castings and ex-
cessive crankshaft/bearing wear.  The 1/2" dia. shaft of
the Spitfire with its 11/32" dia. gas port provides 21%
more breathing area than the 7/16" x 5/16" Cyke crank-
shaft.

The Spitfire came in both lapped and ringed piston mod-
els.  I have no personal experience with the ringed engine,
but Don Blackburn who does says that the ringed engine
runs smoother and has more power than the lapped one.

DISASSEMBLY: To remove the timer you must first remove
the prop drive washer.  If the cam is on the crankshaft,
the prop drive washer just slips off.  If the cam is on the
drive washer, it is a pretty tight press-fit onto the crank-
shaft and should be removed with a small gear puller.

Use snap ring pliers to remove the ring retaining the tim-
er, loosen the timer clamp screw and slip timer off its seat
on the bushing.  Be careful not to lose the two plungers
and tiny springs which fit into the holes in the front of the
crankcase and engage the timer ratchet teeth.

The plastic fuel tank is held in place by a special nut and
long spindle with 3-48 threads on both ends.  There are
gaskets at the tank/backplate surface and under the spe-
cial nut. If the tank is shrivelled from alcohol fuel use or
stuck, warm it with a hair dryer and it should come off by
hand.

The back plate is threaded in place. To remove it you
need to make a wrench. Take or make a hardwood dowel
a bit smaller than 1 1/4" in diameter and 4 to 6 inches
long, set it vertically in a vise and saw two slots in the end
at 90 to each other forming a cross. The slots should be
about 0.2" wide and 1/4" deep.  These slots are to fit over
the projections inside the rear cover.  To use, place the
wrench in the vise, warm the rear of the engine with the
hair dryer, fit the backcover onto the wrench and un-
screw by turning the engine counter-clockwise.  You may
need gloves to hold the engine and if it's an old dirty gum-
my one, you may have to get it hotter.  A heat gun for
shrinking plastic covering will get much hotter than a hair
dryer. A propane torch can be used in badly stuck cases
but be careful!  You can melt aluminum with the torch
and set all manner of things afire!

There is a paper ring gasket between the backplate and
case.  If not torn, it can be reused in most cases.  The cyl-
inder head is retained by eight screws.  If the head is
stuck, try warming it and gently prying around the edges.
Remember die-cast aluminum is soft and brittle.

The head gasket will probably have to be replaced. Be
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front of the shaft with pieces of hard wood to prevent dam-
age.

If the ball bearing comes out with the shaft, it may be re-
moved by wedging using two sharpened flat blade screw-
drivers, one on either side of the bearing.  Wedge between
the bearing and the shaft.  If the bearing is in the case,
place a flat piece of soft wood (2x4 or 2x6) on the bench,
heat the case, and tap it sharply on the wood, back side
down.  The BEARING is removed by inertia, You may have to
heat the case to around 300 F to get the bearing out. Use
gloves and don't melt it.  If the bearing is rough, replace it
with a new one. It's an MRC #R-8 or equiv. unshielded.

RE-ASSEMBLY: This is essentially a reverse of the disassem-
bly process with a few special notes.  Be sure to oil the mov-
ing parts before assembly and don't forget to oil the screws.
I use Marvel Mystery Oil but any light non-gumming oil will
do.

Slip the ball bearing onto the crankshaft and be sure it's
seated.  Do not pound on the outer race!  It should seat by
hand.  If not slip a piece of metal tubing over the crankshaft
so that it contacts only the inner race and press the bearing
in place.  Heat the crankcase and place the oiled shaft/
bearing assembly in position.  It should drop in, seat solidly
and spin freely.  You may have to tap the shaft gently with a
piece of soft metal or a wood dowel to seat the bearing.

Let the case cool before proceeding.  Be sure the crank
spins freely.  The cylinder can be installed with the exhaust
facing right or left. Decide which way you want it and install
the piston/rod assembly so that the piston baffle is furthest
from the exhaust.  If you put the piston in backwards, the
engine will FIRE, it may run but it won't have any horse-
power. Remember to see that the wrist pin pads are in
place.  A few minutes running without them can score the
cylinder liner beyond repair.

To install the cylinder head use a new gasket or be very
sure the old one is in excellent condition.  A bit of vaseline
or moly grease spread on the gasket surfaces will generally
keep it from sticking so bad. Note how the combustion
chamber lobes are cut to clear the piston baffle and be sure
you install the head so that there is no interference.

Remember to install the timer ratchet springs and plungers
in their holes in the crankcase before you install the timer.

Be sure cam is positioned to just open the points at the top
of the piston stroke with timer arm horizontal.  The cam
will go on two ways so be sure it's right or the spark liming
will be wrong and it won't run.  Start the cam onto the
crankshaft flats by hand to be sure they line up with the

recesses in the cam.  Seat the cam by installing a propel-
ler.

The spark plug is 3/8" Champion V-1 or VR-1 or equiva-
lent.  Plug gap is 0.012 to 0.015'. Breaker point gap 0.006
to 0.010".  Recommended fuel is 1 part 70 wt. oil to 3
parts unleaded gasoline (by volume).  You can use a gaso-
line mixable castor oil if you prefer. The Spitfire runs
great on 3/1 methanol and castor oil also, but don't use it
in the plastic tank!  Start with timing retarded, arm hori-
zontal or one click above horizontal.

Parts. Engines and Repairs: Original Spitfires show up
regularly at swap meets and MECA Collectos.

Original parts are a bit harder to find but Marvin Miller at
M.B. Miller Co.,250 Bronco Rd., Soquel, CA 95073 has all
parts, as well as new engines.  They are beautiful.  Send a
SASE for his list.

Bob Hopper at PO Box 296, Logansport IN 46947 has re-
pro tanks and unmachined timer castings.

George Aldrich at 12822 Tarrytown, San Antonio TX 78233
does restoration and repair as does Don Blackburn, PO
Box Anderson, give me a call or card.

Charlie Bruce Rt.1 Box 766 Milano TX 76556 (512) 455-
9543

To All
from
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Film Covering Repair
Ever have difficulty repairing Old
Faithful’s covering after years of fuel
soaking and aging?  Try these ideas.
If you have to remove the old covering
and the adhesive remains fastened
firmly to the framework try this idea
from Al Tamburro.
Use Stripease paint stripper just as you
would remove paint. Takes it right off
and leaves no residue on the wood after
you wash it.
Need a patch on the same old fuel
soaked finish?  Well, you already know
that the field finish cleansers won’t cut
it but next time try CA kicker.
Just spray it on and after a few mo-
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Like many of my contemporaries, I was swept up in enthu-

siasm for all kinds of flying things during the "Golden Age"

of aviation in the mid-1930s.

As a boy in the Midwest, my parents. had little sympathy

for my fascination with tales, of Bill Barnes and G-8 and His

Battle Aces, so there wasn't much support for my early

years of building mostly solid models.

Later, after weeks of futile attempts, I finally got a Comet

"PHANTOM FLASH" to ROG off the gym floor and do a cou-

ple of staggering circles.  I was hooked!

My first really successful rubber model was the Comet

"SPARKY", and I progressed through a series of the smaller

Scientific, Burd, Berkeley and Comet rubber kits and glid-

ers, paying for many of these by selling Burpees Seed Pack-

ets to neighbouring gardener.

My best rubber effort was Jim Cahill's "CLODHOPPER", with

which I won a few local contest's.  One evening while test

flying just before a big event, I launched a low-energy wind

on the college campus across the street from my house.

The "CLODHOPPER" circled slowly, drifting slightly in the

sunset breeze, and edged into the street.  It was demol-

ished, in fact engraved into the asphalt, by a passing car.

You can bet I cried my heart out that night.

My earliest prize of any note was a blue ribbon for Handi-

crafts at the Kansas State Fair in 1940, for my rendition of a

Cleveland "CURTISS HAWK P6E".  Lacking the resources for

large kits or engines, I helped friends build and fly a num-

ber of free flight models such as the "SAILPLANE",

"BUCCANEER", and "POWER HOUSE", while in High School

prior to World War II.

Remaining in the military after the war, I built a number of

rubber and free flight models.  I had a brief fling at control

line types, then ended when testing a Mc Coy 49 powered

speed model at Glenview Naval Air Station a few days be-

fore the Nationals was set to take place there.  The plane

came off the lines while doing something over 100, smash-

ing straight into a concrete hangar wall.  Ah Well!  Finis con-

trol Line!

My next serious turn at modelling came in 1954 and 55

while attending the University of Southern California on

the GI Bill.  A downtown hobby shop which provided Los

Angeles firms with many types of models for display or

window dressing staked me to a kit of the JOE LANE reve-

nue cutter ship model  It brought a good price and by

contract building a variety of aircraft and ship models.

I was able to acquire my first radio control set, a Babcock

single channel and my first RC aircraft, a Kenhi

"BUZZARD".  This six foot model with its heavy battery

load and K&B 19 engine would stagger into the air, fly

around about 15-20 feet high, and manage to find hiding

in the dense greenery of the carrot patches surrounding

Mile Square in those days.  We would rise about 5, drive

south until we found a place to have breakfast, then go

to Mile Square and fly until about 10 when the wind be-

came too strong for our models.

I became acquainted with many modellers who later be-

came prominent in the industry or sport during these

days.  Much of the time was spent searching for stray

aircraft, since the "control" element was often lacking in

our radio models.

During this period I became very active in free flight com-

petitions, and flew many times from Mirage Dry Lake and

Taft with my dear friend Howard Johnson who some

years later became President of AMA.  We experimented

with radio controlled free flight, but the size and weight

of equipment in those days was too much of a burden for

all but the largest models.

We had a very simple formula for RC free flight in those

days:  after all preparations for launch were completed,

you handed the transmitter to the timer.  The flight be-

gan with take-off and ended when you took the transmit-

ter from the timer (or when a max was achieved).  The

"purity" of all those careful flight adjustments was thus

fully preserved, and you always had the chance to get

your toy back if it drifted too far or got into trouble.  I

guess that formula is too simple for today's competitors.

Returning to government service in 1956, i had lots of

opportunity for RC flying while assigned in Tripoli, Libya.

We flew mostly sport planes and some seaplanes, but I

built a handful of free flights to take back to the US with

me during a vacation in 1959.  In Washington DC during

1962-63 I was again an active member of the DCRC and

built quite a few aircraft, mostly sport-scale types.  The

club finally threatened to "dismember" me if I did not re-

tire my Midwest "TRI-SQUIRE", powered by a BMW diesel

and the last of the locally living super regenerative receiv-

ers.  They always gave me a turn to fly during lunch break,

since that diesel would run about 35 minutes on 4 ounces

of fuel, and nobody else could fly while I was up!  That RC

set now resides in the AMA museum at Reston, rigged to

show how the old rudder-only and escapement sets

worked.

Very little modelling then until 1975, when I was assigned

in South Africa.  There was a large and very active model-

ling community in which I participated enthusiastically,

again mainly scale and sport models.

Retiring from government service in 1977, I began serious

mode modelling a year or so later after settling in Utah

(with frequent visits in California).  Long time friend John

Pond asked me one day in about 1979 how long it had

been since I last built a rubber model or a free flight?  I

shortly built my second "SPARKY", about 40 years after the

first one, and began to become involved in SAM activities.

At the same time I have been building and flying a large

variety of quarter scale and other sport aircraft and sea-

planes, and am often caught in event schedule conflicts.

The Old Timers have had the edge lately.

Bob Munn proudly holds his beautiful silk covered "Super
Buccaneer" powered by an OS 60 4cycle.  Bob has authored
a series of articles on the art of covering and finishing with

silk which we plan to publish soon in SAM Speaks.

RECOLLECTIONS ON MODELS &
MINIATURES

By Robert H. "Bob" Munn, SAM 474L
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Through the years I have written some 20 or 30 articles for

various magazines in the US and abroad, treating with a

variety of subjects such as finishing materials and applica-

tions, fuels, Webra Dynamix carburettors, Fun-Fly events,

Floatplanes, reports on major modelling events, and so

forth.

During 1980 and 81 I worked with a good friend in Cape

Town who has a thriving hobby business throughout South-

ern Africa.  We had often thought of establishing some kind

of kitting business there.  I selected the machines, installed

them, designed and built the dies needed, trained the pro-

duction crew, and designed (or engineered in miniature)

several large sport and scale aircraft, which are still being

kitted there.

In the winter of 1983-84 while house-bound with snow and

a mild illness, I finally put in order a collection of photos

accumulated through the years.  My memories were great-

ly refreshed at that time by the accidental acquisition of a

large number of model magazines from the 1930s, some of

which reported mid-western events in which I had taken

part (without much success!).

I began a modelling chronology, listing things built and ex-

periences shared throughout the years.  As of this summer

I recall building something over 330 models, more than half

of which were done in the last 13 years.  One of these days

I will retire from modelling and have some time for all the

other things we had planned to do during these "Golden

Years"!I

Bob Munn’s 84-inch-span Powerhouse is covered in yellow
and blue silk, and uses an O.S. .61 four stroke engine.

The late George Tallent had machinery to do almost any-
thing, and if he didn't have it, he’d make or buy it.  He
had developed the best process I've seen for replacing
the O&R cylinder to case gaskets.  His method came as
close as any to the original O&R factory procedure.  The
good news was he would do this job for SAM fliers, and
at a very reasonable price.

Before disassembly, George measured the depth to
which the cylinder was seated in the case, so he could
duplicate that at re-assembly.  For this he used a depth
gauge inserted through the spark plug hole, and meas-
ured down to the inside bottom of the case.  He then
milled out the old front and rear bosses, which released
the cylinder from the case.

After any needed cleanup of parts,
reassembly began with putting a
new gasket in place, then clamping
the cylinder/case assembly togeth-
er in a special fixture.  He then re-
measured the seating depth and
clamped the cylinder down to the
proper depth.  Actually, he first re-
moved the ridge inside the top of
the cylinder, then seated the cylin-
der about .003" deeper than origi-
nal, slightly increasing compres-
sion.

He had made up small steel discs
which matched the diameter of the
end mill used to mill out the origi-
nal case bosses.  George had found
four different mill/disc diameters
needed for various O&R's.  One of
these discs was placed into each of
the two case holes, and spot weld-
ed to the cylinder wall with special
"e" shaped electrodes in his electric
spot welder.

With the cylinder securely back in
place, he finished the job by placing
a second aluminum disc over each

O&R TUNING TIP #17
George Tallent's case seal replacement method

By Bob Angel, Newsletter Editor, SAM 26

of the welded discs, then using a tool he made to press in a
concentric circular boss design, similar to the originals.

Before re-assembly of the frontplate, George would also
true the frontplate on a lathe, so the mounting surface is at
right angles to the main crankshaft bushing.   Many of
these are not true on O&R's as was described by Bill
Schmidt in SAM Speaks issue #116, Pg. 19.  Incidentally, Bill
has contributed some of the best material used in our O&R
Tips series, and I've designated that particular contribution
as tip #16, even though we never printed it in the SAM 26
Newsletter.  I don't like to waste space duplicating stuff
that will, or can be read elsewhere by most of our mem-
bers.  Now we get down to the bottom line.  Would George
do this service for you?

The answer is not only yes, but he did it at a most reasona-
ble price.  Just $35 + $3 shipping for the service described
above.  And if you wanted an O&R 60 crankshaft balanced
using red brass counterweight inserts, you added $20 for
that service.  George would run the engine, and often
found and corrected other minor things as part of the ser-
vice.  He was doing this primarily for fliers, not collectors.
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The Atwood Triumph, introduced in
1948, were the last spark ignition en-
gines by Bill Atwood.  Among the most
beautiful engines ever produced, they
look much like a small Anderson Spit-
fire.  They are all die cast aluminum
with front shaft rotary valve, plain bear-
ing, ringed piston, and aluminum fuel
tank.  They run better on alcohol fuel
than gas and oil. Since they came to the
market as glow plugs were getting popu
-lar they were produced with spark tim-

ers for only  a few months, then were sold in various glow
transition models and finally in a totally glow engine with
different front case section and prop drive.

The 51 is a 49 with the bore increased by 0.009". Size of the
engine is usually stamped on the top of one mounting lug.

Disassembly:   To remove the timer, first remove the prop
nut and prop drive spool. Note that there is a special steel
spacer washer between the crankshaft and prop drive
spool.  The timer is retained by a single 3-48 screw passing
through a spring and friction plate to provide tension to
hold the timer in position. Rotate the timer about 1/2 turn
clockwise after removing the screw to allow the tail of the

moving
point to
clear the
slot in the
crankcase
bearing.
Timer will
now slide
off.

Tank is
retained by
a long cen-
tral 4-40
screw.
There are
gaskets at
each end.

The three
long 4-40

screws with nuts hold the front and rear plates onto the
crankcase.  There are identical paper gaskets front and
back.  On removing the backplate, you will note a circlip
holding the con rod onto the crank pin.  Using special cir-
clip pliers, carefully remove the clip without distorting it.
The front case will now slip out and the crankshaft can be
removed.  On original spark engines there is the two
piece thrust bearing consisting of a bronze spacer with
eight 1/16" diameter balls hardened steel washer. Glow
engines have no separate thrust bearing.

Triumph instructions say not to remove the lower case
which is retained by four 3-48 screws. You don't need to
remove it to disassemble the engine. However it is easier
to remove the sleeve if you drop the lower case.  It has
two 0.005" thick paper gaskets against the main upper
case.

The head is retained by six 3-48 screws and the gasket is
usually stuck tight.  The piston/rod assembly will push
out the top of the sleeve.

Sleeve removal is not usually required for general clean-
up. It's a shrink fit in the cylinder, so you must heat up
the cylinder quite warm to remove the sleeve out the top.

Reassembly: Re-heat the cylinder and drop the sleeve in
place, carefully aligning the ports. The exhaust ports (6
large) are placed higher in the cylinder than the bypass
ports (4 small).  If you removed the lower case, be sure
the thin gaskets are in place and that the front and back
gasket surfaces are flat before you tighten the four
screws.  The piston/rod assembly (remember the wrist
pin pads!) can be put in from either end, if the lower case
is removed. The rod is symmetrical, but be sure the
bronze bushed end goes on the crank pin.  Some rods are
bushed on both ends, in this case the end with the oil
hole goes onto the crank pin.  I press the rings in place
with a thumbnail while keeping pressure on the piston.
Be sure the wide side of the piston baffle faces the ex-
haust.  This is a good place to note that the case is sym-
metrical so you can have a right or left side exhaust.   Just
be sure the piston matches your choice.  If your engine
has the two-piece thrust bearing, slide the ball retainer
on the shaft followed by the steel washer.  The crank with
thrust bearing in place slides into the front case and that
assembly slides into the main case (gasket!).  Slip the
crank pin into the lower end of the con rod as you slide
the front  case into position.  The case lugs are not sym-
metrical and it will go on only one way.  Replace the cir-
clip on the crank pin being certain it's not bent and is ful-
ly seated.  The back plate with gasket is slipped in (one
position only) and the three through bolts tightened

evenly.

The head
with gasket
is oriented
so that the
lobes ex-
tending into
the cylinder
match the
piston con-
tours.
Tighten the
screws in a
criss-cross
pattern but
be careful,
those little
fellers are
easy to strip or break.

You will need to pry the tail of the moving point out a bit to
slip the timer over the front bearing.  Locate the moving
point in the bearing slot and replace the retaining  screw
with the friction plate against the timer housing and the
screw through the spring, holding it all in place.  Replace
the prop drive spool with its steel spacer washer.

Point adjustment is made by loosening the screw  through
the moving point pivot post and turning the post.  The pivot
post is eccentric and will change the point gap if rotated
slightly.  Tighten up the screw when points are adjusted.  It
will take some "cut & try" on this, but it will work.

The spark plug is Champion VR-2 with gap of 0.012". Point
gap is 0.008 to 0.010.  Prop mounting hole is 11/32" diame-
ter.

Engines, Parts, and Repairs:  Because of the short produc-
tion time on original spark ignition Triumphs, they are hard
to find.  However a large number of glow engines have
been converted to spark ignition and are more available.
The late Otto Bernhardt of 77 Products, 17119 So. Harvard
Blvd., Gardena, CA 90247, converted many of these.  I think
Phil Bernhardt is still converting glow engines.

I have a few Triumph parts (not timers) and can do repair
work.

TEST RUNS: Triumph 51 on 3/1 gas & oil

Top Flite 11/7 7600 rpm RevUp 12/6  7400 rpm.

Charlie Bruce, Rt. 1 Box 766, Milano, TX 76556
(512) 455-9543

OLD ENGINE ANALYSIS
Atwood Triumph  49 & 51
By Charlie Bruce
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Readers of my column, Wind in the Wires, will know that I am an ardent collector of old con-
trol line plans and I’m always looking for something new to add to the list of my plans service,
hoping to keep this great branch of the hobby alive.  In Yearbook No. 12 I wrote about a
batch of early German stunt models which I had acquired from Sam Alexander and to which
I’ve since added a couple of other Graupner plans and some Italian ones (but you’ll have to
read the column to find out about those).  Over the past few years, I’ve managed to add a
whole pile of Australian material to my collection which I will now tell you about.

I regularly correspond and swap plans with Alwyn Smith who lives ‘Down Under’ in Melbourne.
Alwyn is a mine of information regarding aeromodelling in that part of the world and has a
huge collection of Aussie plans, a selection of which I have copied here.

My own first inklings of the Antipodean control line scene were the plan of Calamity Jane in
the Aeromodeller and later mentions of Brian Horrocks who won the Gold Trophy with his
own designed model The Larrikin (or perhaps Waltzing Matilda - I’ve heard both names men-
tioned).  What I hadn’t realised was what a well established kit producing industry they had
over there.  I had assumed, due to the relatively small size of the home market, that they
would largely buy American or British products but while that may have been true of engines,
it certainly wasn’t with regard to kits.

The first Australian kit which I saw was a Kookaburra Kits Kawasaki Swallow (Tony), a semi-
scale stunter for 2.5 to 3.5cc motors, designed by Geoff Pentland.  This was because my
brother Stuart built one in about 1964.  It was a very  pretty little plane which performed
well on an Enya 15D and I still have the kit plan; perhaps I’ll get round to building it one day!
This is much more scale-ish than the Frank Warburton Tony Junior (a scaled down version of
his Gold Trophy winning design) which Bradshaw Model Products kitted also in the 60’s.  My
next encounter was in the early nineties when I bought a copy of the Hearn’s Swift Team
Racer plan from the John Pond Collection, this was a very conventional looking, 1955 FAI
type model and should perform acceptably, though I haven’t seen one built, up to now.  I can’t
leave the topic of what I’ve seen of these models without a mention of the Shorty, a very
ugly Class A Team Racer which won the Aussie Nationals in 1956.  The model was quite well
favoured over here some years back and I remember Alan Jupp campaigning successfully
with one at the time.  Apparently the beast flies very well and has good ground handling but
as the photo shows, it ain’t handsome by any stretch of the imagination!

I knew that there was a Vintage Team Racing movement over there in Australia as we have
had the pleasure of seeing some of their teams competing at the Nationals.  Norman Kirton
and Hans Bertina made it to the finals of Class A, as did John Hallowell and John Duggan,
though both teams were flying British designs.  Looking on the various Australian websites
shows some of their own productions and it seems that they are flying a vintage B nowadays
which they didn’t a few years back.  Of course going back a long way, the Aussies were the
only country to fly Class C with engines up to 10cc capacity.  I’ve been told that these were
the real hairy chested stuff and I believe it too, the pull on a fast B model is quite enough
for me thanks!  Robin Heirn, the speed flier, is also quite a regular at the Nationals but does
not fly vintage to my knowledge.

I had the pleasure of meeting Alwyn Smith at the Nationals a couple of times, then we spoke
on the phone and wrote to one another and hence got into the plan swapping mode.  When I
received a batch of kit plans for early stunters I thought that an article on the subject of
Australia’s contribution to control line would not come amiss in this Yearbook.  At various

times Alwyn has sent me Xeroxes of early Australian model magazines such as Australian
Model Hobbies, Australasian Aeromodelling and Model News, which helped to provide a
framework for this article.  Firstly, the magazines included plans of team racers based on
the American FAST Club rules.  In 1950 the Firecracker was the first practical plan followed
by the Firecracker II in 51.  The further development of this line was Starbomb which was
published in early 1952 and later kitted by Model Aircraft Industries of Glenelg, South
Australia under the name of a ‘Deluxe Superkit’.

It wasn’t just team racers which were featured in the Aussie magazines,  Les Organ sent me
the page from Aircraft which featured Wildfire II, a handsome flapped model for the An-
derson Spitfire designed by Don McLaren.  This large model won the Australian Nationals
Stunt and the plan was published in the May 1953 edition of the magazine.  There is a note in
the write up quoting that a 3lb model flying at 70 mph is not exactly a gentle plaything!  Les
confirms this and says it pulls like an elephant but is a superb stunter.  It was also available
in a smaller size for 35–40 motors.

Hearns’ Hobbies
The firm of Hearns’ Hobbies of Melbourne seem to offer the widest range of kits of any
Australian manufacturer.  In an advert dated Sept 1951, the names of the following models
are mentioned.  Competitor (Class A racer), Super Skylark (5cc stunter), Lapmaster (Class B
racer), Little Joe (stunter), Jitterbug (½A ?), and Flapjack, ‘the ultimate in stunt planes for
class B engines’ (well that’s what the ad says anyway).  According to the advert, all Hearns’
kits contained ready cut ribs, spars, tips, tail surfaces etc., ready made tank, sponge wheels
and all hardware, so they sound good.  The prices quoted are on a par with the imported Keil
Kraft kits advertised but if the prefabbing was any good, they had to be a better bet.

The local magazines continued to turn out a series of plans; the ones which I have are team
racers such as the Hoofmark, Wolverine, Easterner and Tracer (Classics).  The adverts I
have show a range of machines available, Hearns show the Sabre Trainer, Frisky 2.5cc
stunter, scale SE5 and the Swift T/R in about 1957.  The other Hearns plans which I have,
the Demon and Cadet, are from the early fifties and show two early stunt schedules.  The
name Sabre 2.5 diesel on the Cadet plan dates it to before ca 1956, when Gordon Burford
lost his case with North American Aviation and had to change the name to Taipan.

Other Manufacturers
I have mentioned Kookaburra already, they seem to have been a latish arrival on the scene
and were the product of Geoff Pentland.  He still trades, though mainly in books I believe, he
is associated with those excellent Kookaburra books on the colours of Luftwaffe aircraft in
the Second World War.  I remember them as running a close second to the definitive “Dora
Kurfurst + Rote Dreizehn” from my plastic kit building days.  Geoff still publishes the plans
for his models which are largely semi-scale stunters:  in February 1960, he advertised Chip-
munk, Tempest 52”, Spitfire 54” and 32”, Me 109 36”, a profile 36" W/S Aircobra and
Spook, a combat wing.  Incidentally, the same magazine has a glowing review of the Hearns
Hobbies All Australian, the plan of which I have, a large 600 sq.in non-flapped stunter for
the 35–49 sized motor.

Aeroflyte are another company who appear later in the golden age of control line, their ad-
vert in Model News for December 1960 shows quite a wide range of different types availa-
ble.  Team racer Fury for Class A, listed as a winner at the Nationals, is quite a smart looking
little plane, though I fancy that the spats might not last long in the hurly-burly of modern
racing.  It does have a sensibly placed wing and shows a high mounted tank which fits in with
modern ideas for an effective racer but it does not have a drop in engine, that other modern
requirement.  Other Aeroflyte offerings are two trainers, the Mustang and Taipan, a combat

AUSTRALlAN MADE CONTROL LlNE MODELS
by Terry McDonald of “Wind in the Wires” (from material supplied by Alwyn Smith)
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wing, the Firestreak and Rambler, a B racer(?).  For stunt they have Stuntmaster for 5 cc
stunt and combat, Husky (1.5 cc), Typhoon F86 and Vulcan P17 (2.5 cc) and top of the shop
the Thunderstreak, a handsome looking 54” model for 35 engines which looks similar in some
ways to the Bob Palmer Thunderbird.  A later advert shows four semi-scale stunters, Hurri-
cane and Mustang for 1.5 cc and Spitfire and Kittyhawk at 36” span for 2.5 cc.  I saw two of
these kits on sale from the estate of the late Dave Campbell but didn’t inspect them closely.
Aeroflyte are still in business in Adelaide, South Australia, a recent coloured catalogue which
I’ve seen shows mainly R/C models but there are still a few small control liners in evidence.

W.W. (Bill) Evans’ Aristocrat Kits produced the following:
Thunder Bug; 54" span Stunt model with shoulder wing.  Alwyn et al have put together a full
size plan of this model as none was included with the kit, only a ¼ size drawing for building
instructions.  They have three different tailplanes and elevators from different original kit
built models and two different fin and rudders.  Ken Taylor advised that modifications to the
kit were made during production.  Alwyn obtained an original ThunderBug model a number of
years ago and it is only 50" W/S.  Ken told him this was correct for the early kits but the
wing tips were extended to 54 later during kitting.  The fuselage back top also appears to
have been altered to give a more rounded top and the rounded fin and rudder fitted at the
same time.  (1958)
Stunt Star 44" span stunt model for 5.0cc engines.
Star Fire 32" or 33" span smaller version of the Stunt Star, for 2.5cc engines. Both wing
spans are shown in their advertising  (1958 )
Star Shell Class "A" T/Racer.
Star Bomb 5.0cc Class "B" T/Racer from 1952.
Other Aristocrat kits were advertised but at this stage no one can remember any kits being
sold, although the late Dave Campbell did obtain one from a seller in Perth in Western Aus-
tralia.
The 1958 adverts for these Aristocrat Star Kits, produced in South Australia, show the
Starfire and Stuntstar stunt models and a picture of the Veco Redskin masquerading as one
of their team racers Starshell and Starbomb – very naughty.  They also listed a range of
Starstreaks in differing sizes but described as beginners’ models.

Central Aircraft (Melbourne)
Central Zero Semi scale and stunt? Won scale at the Australian Nationals in Tasmania in
1957?
Central Cyclone Biplane Stunt by Les Heap in about 1951
Central Centaur 5.0cc Stunt model by Ken Taylor Flies very well.
Central Whirlwind 34" W/S stunt model for 2.5cc with fixed flaps
Central Whirlwind 34" W/S stunt model with flaps
Central Aircraft did have a number of other small C/L trainers but at this stage we do not
have names or plans
Montgomery Models (Melbourne)
Ramrod 48" wing span Stunt Model designed by Ian Hooper winner of many competitions
from about 1957.  Ian designed the model to 52" span but it was kitted to 48" due to availa-
bility of balsa to this length.  Kits were produced by Ken Furlonger and Ken Taylor
Stilleto 34" span stunt model, very thick, mid wing, with excellent performance with the O.S.
Max  15 without the muffler.
Bambino 26" W/S built up wing, profile fuselage. This is a good advanced trainer with an av-
erage 1.5cc diesel

Tiger 18" W/S  Sheet wing, profile fuselage, beginners trainer for .75 to 1.0cc engines.
Hobby Den (Melbourne) Wolverine "A" T/Racer kitted about 1952.
Super Kits (Ballarat) Accelerator Class "B" T/Racer from 1957 designed by Bob Hyde,
plan drawn by Mark Wise.  Don Blackam who has represented Australia in F1B a number of
times over the last few years was involved with Bob and Mark and probably a few other mod-
ellers from Ballarat in producing the Accelerator and the Cutlass combat models.
Cutlass 5.0cc Combat model.

Performance
I asked Alwyn about some of these models in practice and he wrote about the Frisky.  The
leading edge of the wing is cut away to accommodate the fuel tank which weakened it but the
model is a very good flier with an engine like the O.S. Max I & II .15 glow.  These are motors
which are very powerful and light.  With a current engine like an O.S. 15FP with muffler or an
Enya 15 with muffler, the Frisky needs weight in the tail, which is a little like the dog chasing
its tail!  As the new engines are more powerful but heavier, when you add tail weight for the
correct balance for aerobatics, the wing loading goes up and you lose all the performance
gain from the newer more powerful engine.  The All Australian receives rave reviews in the
press of the day who rhapsodise about the performance of a Merco 35 powered version in
the hands of Monty Tyrell at the Nationals.  It looks a capable beast from the plan but with
no flaps it would be at a disadvantage flying the F2B schedule as required for BMFA Classic
Stunt.

Who was the best Aussie designer?  Well, I would have to name Ken Taylor, as he was associ-
ated with a number of the kit producers (Hearn's Hobbies, Aristocrat and Montgomery) and
he also produced the Crescendo class "B" T/Racer and a bigger version of the Crescendo at
36" W/S.

Alwyn’s notes on the Hearn Family
There were three brothers, Keith (deceased) Jack and Bruce, and I knew them all to speak
to, and spoke to Jack a little while back.  I was trying to obtain some information about one
of their plans and told him that I (Alwyn writing) had about 45 Hearns plans; he was amazed
that they had produced so many kits.  Jack left the hobby trade in the late fifties but his
brothers carried on working for the firm, even after they had sold the business.

Geoff, the son of Bruce Hearn, still flies R/C Gliders with my friend John Lee in Melbourne
and young Bruce (Son of Keith) flies full size A/C and still has many of the original HH plans
which he loaned me many years ago to copy.  I had many HH plans that Bruce did not have
and we were able to help one another.

We should be able to obtain some information from some of these people.  I have spoken to
Jack Hearn many times.  He was flying CAC Wackett Boomerangs in the Second War, and I
am guessing that he is about 85 now.  The Hearn family owned a DH Hornet Moth in about
1948, and I have a photo in one of my magazines taken at the Nationals with Jack wearing a
Monkey mask after flying in to see the model flying.

It had been suggested to me that the Diesel Demon Mk II was the first C/L kit put out in
Australia but I spoke to Ivor Stowe (Ivor F) a few years ago and he told me that there was a
Diesel Demon Mk 1.  Apparently the same model but with a solid sheet wing.  It was designed
by Noel Waldron.  I know that Les Organ told me that he had one with a Mills 1.3, and that it
was timed at 60 MPH.

Conclusion
I hope that this short insight will tempt some of you to try a design from “down under” to
provide a little bit of new stuff for the British competition scene.  I’ve only scratched the
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surface of this fascinating topic as yet,  Alwyn has sent me much more material to ponder on
and Les Organ has sent me a copy of one of his very early designs which has recently won a
Vintage Stunt contest.  However, I want to leave room for a number of plans to give you a
good idea of what they look like.

Appreciation
I’d like to thank Alwyn for his considerable efforts in aid of my writing this article and also
Les Organ who has supplied other plans and an idea of what the team racing scene was like in
the Southern Hemisphere when we were all young.

Hearns Hobbies Hellcat.
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Text is Italian. According to it, this model is a scale reproduc on of the

"Professor" sailplane which flew in 1928 at the Wasserkuppe / Germany.

Inked by Arve Mozzarini. Named M-4 but it's a scale model of DFS Professor

German sailplane about 1928.

PDF Plan:  h ps://outerzone.co.uk/plan_details.asp?ID=11964
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SUGDEN SPECIAL
The well-known Sugden Special from 1950's England was a 2.5 cc crankshaft
front rotary valve (FRV) plain bearing diesel which was specifically designed for
home construction by professional dentist and skilled machinist Dave Sugden of
St. Albans (who later relocated to Canada). This iconic design dates back to De-
cember 1954, when a series of construction articles written by Dave Sugden was
launched in "Aeromodeller" magazine and the relevant plan was published. Ar-
rangements were also put in place at the time to make crankcase sand-castings
available to home constructors.

The series of articles in "Aeromodeller" later formed several chapters in the 1958
"Model Aero Engine Encyclopaedia" from the same publisher. Much later still,
the engine became the subject of a most informative article written by Ron Cher-
nich and still available on MEN. That article includes a link to Ron's construction
article detailing his own experiences in building an example of the engine.
There's plenty of construction guidance available!

Being both light and powerful by the standards of the mid 1950's, the Special
was widely seen as an excellent subject both for home construction and for use
as a model powerplant. I'd guess that many hundreds of examples must have
been constructed in the 65 years since the initial publication of this design! Many
of them doubtless saw considerable use in the field.

The one problem for today's constructors is the fact that the supply of the re-
quired crankcase castings is highly problematic at the present time. The illustrat-
ed example was constructed in 2018 by my fellow Canadian Andrew Coholic
from one of his own castings. I hope to publish a test of that example on this
website in due course. In the meantime, Andrew's video of the engine running
may be found here.

I've had a number of inquiries from people wishing to obtain a copy of the plans.
Thanks to the kindness of my good mate Ken Croft, I've been able to provide ac-
cess both to the plan and to the original construction article elsewhere on this
website. Hopefully a new source of supply for the crankcases will emerge in due
course. From Adrian’s Model Engines    https://www.adriansmodelaeroengines.com
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Soviet DC-3: The Story Of The Lisunov Li-2
By Sumit Singh

The aircraft was
originally given
the designation
of PS-84.

We've extensively
covered the
Douglas DC-3 and
its operations
across the conti-
nents since the
propeller's first
flight in 1935.
Yet, just four
years after the
aircraft hit the
skies, its Russian
counterpart en-
tered service in
the form of the
Lisunov Li-2.

Based on a Legend
The DC-3 was an all-American development, inspired by American Airlines' aspirations for
a lower version of the DC-2 that could carry 21 passengers during the day and 14 sleepers
at night.  The aircraft would also prove to be a critical military asset with the C-47 Skytrain/
Dakota edition.  Just like the DC-3, the Li-2 was adapted to be utilized in both civil and mili-
tary fields.

While on paper the Li-2 seems like a rival to the DC-3, especially since the USSR and United
States’ rocky history, it was actually a development on the model.  Lisunov spent two years
at Douglas Aircraft Company's facilities between 1936 and 1939 after a production license
was awarded to the Soviet Union's government.  After dealing with the challenges of trans-
lating the design, the USSR's version was designated PS-84 (Passazhirskiy Samolyot 84).

Serving the Country
Altogether, 607 DC-3s and 10,174 C-47s were produced. While not as many Li-2 family
members were built, the plane proved to be a success in the markets it served.

Robert Jackson shares the following in Douglas DC-3, The Airliner that Revolutionised Air
Transport:
“The first PS-84s had begun to emerge from the GAZ-84 production line in 1939 and by the
time Germany invaded the Soviet Union in June 1941, 237 PS-84s had been produced, all in
civilian passenger configuration.  Production was also undertaken by GAZ-33 at Tashkent, GAZ
-124 at Kazan and Gaz-126 at Komsomolsk-on-Amur.  Following on from the German invasion
many of Aeroflot's PS-84s were impressed into military service, provided with a dorsal gun
turret and re-designated Lisunov-Li2.  In   total, the Soviet factories produced 4,937 Li-2s in
many variants, it's roles including airliner and freighter as well as military transport, recon-
naissance, aerial photography, parachute dropping, bomber, and crop-spraying."

The series boasted robust specifications that proved to be valuable during some of the
most critical years in Soviet aviation. The passenger Li-2P had a maximum speed of 280
km/h (170 mph) a cruise speed of 245 km/h (152 mph), and a range of 2,500 km (1,300 NM).
Meanwhile, the military Li-2T had three .62 mm (.30 in) ShKAS machine guns, a 12.7 mm
(.50 in) Berezin UBK machine gun, and could carry 2,000 kg (4,409 lb) of bombs across short
distances.

Showing its versatility
While both the US and Russian types proved valuable in the civilian sector, they served
extensively in the military, especially in World War II.  The Li-2 was phased out in the com-
mercial field in the decades following WWII.  Only a handful of them were seen in China
and Vietnam in the 1980s.

Today, the Li-2's European life continues in the form of one airworthy unit.  Registration
HA-LIX has been spotted on sightseeing tours in Hungary.  There have been reports of the
type's operations in North Korea in recent years, but all in all, the plane is a representation
of the Soviet Union's maturation years following the country's formation in the early 20th
century.

Along with the numerous military operators, civilian carriers included Aeroflot, TAROM, LOT,
CAAV, CSA, CAAK, SKOGA, CAAC, Maszovlet, Malév Hungarian Airlines. Photo: Julian Herzog.

The basic passenger variant, the Li-2P could hold up to 24 passengers, while the transport Li-2P
could fit 20 soldiers. Photo: VargaA.
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A	new	biplane	paraded	down	New	York	City's	Fifth	Avenue	with	its	propeller	in	full	gear,	circa	1920.


